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GRANITE
Lanz granite countertops provide a rich, natural, beautiful, and long-lasting surface for kitchens and bathrooms.
One of the most heat-resistant countertop materials, granite has a luminous, dimensional quality, for timeless, stunning appeal. 
Metamorphically formed, granite is an igneous rock containing interlocking mineral crystals of feldspar, mica and quartz. These 
naturally occurring, hard minerals provide a scratch-resistant, durable surface with natural patterning to stand the test of time.

GRANITE COUNTERTOPS

Overture Albuquerque, Albuquerque, NM 
2 cm Andromeda White

2 cm Moonlight White corner detail

Multifamily Solutions
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PROPERTY GRANITE QUARTZ MARBLE LAMINATE

100% NATURAL YES — YES —

SCRATCH RESISTANT YES YES — —

STAIN RESISTANT YES YES — —

HEAT RESISTANT YES YES YES —

UNIQUE PATTERN, NATURAL BEAUTY YES — YES —

NO LEACHING, NO VOCs YES — YES —

3.20

Bala White

GRANITE PERFORMANCE

GRANITE EDGE OPTIONS

2 cm or 3 cm 
Straight Edge

2 cm Laminated Edge 2 cm Mitered Edge
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3.20

VALUE

SIGNATURE

DESIGNER

BALA WHITEMOONLIGHT WHITE

VENETIAN GOLD

UNIVERSE BLACK

GIALLO ORNAMENTAL

ANDROMEDA WHITE

ALL TILE SAMPLES SHOWN AT ACTUAL SIZE

GRANITE SURFACE STYLES
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All granite samples presented in this catalog are subject to change due to 
material availability. Lanz Cabinets makes no guarantee that these granite 
surface offerings will continue to be in production. If any granite surface style is 
discontinued, we will make every effort to find a suitable replacement.

Universe Black

Moonlight White

Andromeda White

Giallo Ornamental

GRANITE GALLERY
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HEADING

Lanz Cabinets offers 
quartz and granite 
countertops, in 
addition, to cabinets 
to add ease to your 
building project.

Lanz countertops 
provide durable and 
sustainable surface 
solutions for kitchens 
and bathrooms for 
multifamily housing.

PROCESSCOUNTERTOP SURFACES

Lanz Cabinets is an importer of prefabricated, cut to size, granite 
and engineered quartz for the multi-family industry. 

Our suppliers are located in Southeast Asia. Quartz is imported from a tariff-
free location.

A 50% deposit of purchased material is required to begin countertop 
fabrication. The balance, including all freight costs, is due Net 10 days after 
proof of arrival at a US port. Installation and all related installation materials 
(sub-deck, support brackets) are invoiced based on progress.

Material approval, approved shop drawings (prior to framing), and deposit 
must be received a minimum of 20-22 weeks before expected  
on-site delivery. 

Rev A redlined cabinet drawings must be received prior to beginning 
countertop drawings (minimum 26 weeks before countertop onsite date).

Freight time frames  
(includes customs clearance):

• supplier to US port – 60-90 days

Combining cabinet and countertop scopes  
with Lanz streamlines contracting, reduces layout 
errors, and can shorten countertop durations.

Upon request, we can provide undermount pressed and 
man-made kitchen and ceramic bathroom sinks.  
Contact your salesperson for additional information.

The Gordon Lofts, Eugene, OR 
2 cm Cascade White quartz

Alder Springs, Eugene, OR 
2 cm Cascade White quartz

Overture Albuquerque,  
Albuquerque, NM 
2 cm Andromeda White granite

Multifamily Solutions


